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Summary so far: 

• Why link brain sciences and complexity theory 
together as a way of thinking about 
leadership? 

  1. Evolution of ideas 
  2. Shift from manufacturing and 
production to knowledge-based and service 
industries 

  3.  Need a new paradigm – the future won’t 
be the same as the past. 



Key tasks of leader: 

• Have his / her emotions firmly in place 
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Key personal tasks of leader: 

• Have his / her emotions firmly in place. 
 

• See and read people clearly through 
understanding what the two halves of the 
brain each do. 

    Left brain focuses, right brain imagines. 

    Left brain cognitive, right brain emotional. 
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So modern brain science gives us the opportunity to  

structure our thinking about leadership  

around the skills of the limbic leader,  

who is known by having the capacity to ----  

  Connect 

       Be courageous 

         Be clever enough 

            Walk own talk 

                Inspire others into action 

 

And then he or she 

 

          Becomes worth following. 
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• Become worth following 



Then the leader is in a position to 

Develop the necessary skills that use the self-
regulating capacity of others by: 

 1. Knowing when to talk and when to listen 

 2. Creating real time to think, individually and 
in a group 

 3. Know the difference between conversation 
and dialogue 

 4. Learn how to discover an agenda as well as 
set an agenda 
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THE CONTEXT FOR LIMBIC 

LEADERSHIP 

Plan the way forward 

and design systems for 

control in relation to 

the plan 

               The spark between red and green curves … 

Making the 
Spark. 
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So modern brain science gives us the opportunity to  

structure our thinking about leadership  

around the skills of the limbic leader,  

who is known by having the capacity to ----  
  Connect 
       Be courageous 
         Be clever enough 
            Walk own talk 
                Inspire others into action 
 
And then he or she 
 

                      Becomes worth following 
 

And in all of the above,  
the common denominator  

is trust. 
 

  



 
Which senses do we most use socially for 

establishing trust? 

 



 
Which senses do we most use socially for 

establishing trust? 

 

Sight  

Sound 

(touch) 

(taste) 

(smell) 
 

Faces are hugely important 
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What do you read in this face? 



http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20140730-why-do-we-see-faces-in-objects 
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10 Leadership models – but descriptive 

http://www.greatleadershipbydan.com/2012/06/10-essential-leadership-models.html  
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10 Leadership models – but descriptive: cont. 
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